STOREASSIST PRO

Increase sales in the
dressing room area
StoreAssist PRO is the new Gateway solution to
increase sales and reduce shrinkage in your store.
The staff can get a quick overview if someone is
using the dressing room and for how long. The
risk for shoplifters to work undisturbed decreases.
StoreAssist can give a statistical overview of the
usage and customer flow in your dressing rooms.
The statistics can be exported from the system
into your own statistical software for deeper
analysis.
The dressing rooms are monitored with sensors,
giving indications on a tablet, android watch,
mobile device or monitor.

Increased sales

Less shrinkage

Customer flow

Mobile device App

Optimization of staff

Intelligent sensor setup

Assist the customer at the right time.
Visual indication when customer has
been in the dressing room ”too long”

Quick and easy overview of the
dressing rooms right in your android
mobile device or watch .
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Shoplifters don’t have the same
chance to work undisturbed since
they are being monitored.

Staff can work on the floor and still have
control over the dressing room area by
looking at a mobile device or monitor.

Decrease the waiting time by showing
your customer which dressing room is
available on a monitor.

Scans the dressing room environment
and discriminates solid objects such
as chairs, mirrors and hangers.
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STOREASSIST PRO

StoreAssist PRO

Get your dressing room floorplan in your
monitor, mobile device or android watch

Layout Editor

Easy set up

The Layout Editor software is the tool that helps you
create a copy of the dressing room floorplan to better
visualize the location and vacancy of each room.

1.
2.
3.

Color indications

Occupancy & vacancy color
indications. Occupied rooms gets
a dot in the upper corner when a
chosen time limit has exceeded.

Set a time limit

Use your blueprint as background template
Create the dressing room floorplan in colors you prefer.
Display it on a monitor, a mobile device or a android
watch.

Notification to pager, android watch or
mobile device - telling the staff that a
customer may need assistans.

Occupancy & Vacancy

Sensors recognizes occupancy
independently if a person moves or
stands still in the dressing room.

Software included in Pro Controller.
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STOREASSIST PRO

Dressing room statistics
Export data for analysis and dressing room area information.
Create conversion rates from POS & People Counting systems.

HQ - Dressing room visits overview

Store - Dressing room visits overview
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Store Assist gives you a tool to optimize the dressing room

The exported file can be imported to a data visualization tool

area. It keeps track of customer behavior - from a single to

to present the kind of statistics you need. The possibility to

multiple stores. The rooms are monitored by sensors and

export data gives customer insights to optimize your store in

the information it creates can be exported as a common

terms of staff planning and sales.

CSV file.

Planning of staff

Find out whether you need more or
less staff and at what time.
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Dressing room layout

Get insight on how your dressing
room area is best optimized. Which
rooms are most frequently used?

Compare stores

Chains can compare different stores
or regions to each other. Is sales
better in one store/region?
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STOREASSIST PRO

Hardware

Pro Controller

Sensor list short

Sensor list long

107033 (≤16 rooms) 107034 (≤32 rooms)

107038

107035

Dimensions

Dimensions

293 x 222 x 81 mm

276 x 67 x 50 mm

Dimensions

1500 x 60 x 30 mm

Air Link Transmitter

Air Link Pager

Light indicator

413003 (Supports any # of Air Link Pagers)

413002

103833

Dimensions
Weight

Dimensions
Weight

89 x 148 x 26 mm
200 g

48 x 98 x 30 mm
10 g

Dimensions
Weight

49 x 45 x 29 mm
25 g

HDMI Monitor

Installation cables

Android Mobile & Watch

Buy locally

Buy locally

Buy locally

Gateway can customize larger projects on request. Contact us for more information.
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STOREASSIST PRO

StoreAssist LITE vs PRO
StoreAssist LITE can be upgraded to StoreAssist PRO at any time.
Just change the StoreAssist Controller and connect a monitor.

FEATURES

StoreAssist

StoreAssist

Staff notification
Intelligent sensor setup
Short sensors
Long sensors
Lamp indicator
Pager
Notification timer
HDMI Monitor support
Android Watch support (via WiFi access point)
Android Mobile device support (via WiFi access point)
Statistical Data Export (.csv file format)
Adjustable settings

StoreAssist PRO
application settings

ADJUSTABLE SETTINGS

StoreAssist

Notification time / delay
Alarm duration
Landscape / Portrait mode
Floorplan view / numbered view
Show todays visits per room
FTP server settings
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STOREASSIST PRO

Facts
SENSORS

UPGRADE

Long vs short sensors

LITE to PRO

Both long (150 cm) and short (27 cm) sensors have the same
functionallity. Long sensors covers the installation cables
connected to the Controller.

StoreAssist LITE can be upgraded to StoreAssist PRO at any
time. Change the Controller and connect a monitor, mobile
device or watch.

Positioning

Recommended to install sensors in the corners on a height of 90
cm. Where plain wall mounting is prefered a back cover list can
be used.

EQUIPMENT

Buy locally
DRESSING ROOM

Monitor(s), android mobile device(s) & watch(es) can be added to
installation due to customer’s preference.

Detection range in dressing room

The detection range for each sensor is about 150 cm wide. Two
sensors can scan an regular-sized dressing room. For larger
dressing rooms use four sensors.

Intelligent sensors

Sensor scans the dressing rooms and discriminates solid objects
such as chairs, mirrors and hangers. Visitors will be registered by
the sensors independently if the move or stand still.

SOFTWARE & DOWNLOADS

StoreAssist Pro Software

The StoreAssist software is included in the Pro Controller.

StoreAssist Pro App

The app can be used on Android devices (mobile, tablet or
watch). Download from Members Login. Currently free of charge.

Store Assist Pro Layout Editor

The Layout editor software is included in the Pro Controller.
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